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Abstract There is a general consensus that developmental
coordination disorder (DCD) is characterized by impaired motor learning skills. However, actual studies of motor learning
in DCD are scarce and, above all, inconsistent. The aims of the
present study were therefore to explore the presumed presence
of a motor learning deficit among individuals with DCD and
to provide a synopsis of the current literature on motor learning in DCD. We begin by defining DCD (etiology, neuropsychology, and brain bases), motor learning (measurement of
learning, methods for promoting skill acquisition, scheduling,
practice, retention, and feedback) and, of course, the link between the two, focusing on the issue of a possible motor learning deficit in DCD. We then discuss dominant hypotheses and
suggest directions for future research in this domain, in the
light of research conducted thus far. Particular attention is paid
throughout to guide the choice of intervention approaches.
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Introduction
Children with developmental coordination disorder (hereafter
DCD) show a markedly impaired ability to learn ageappropriate motor skills in the absence of any general medical
condition or neurological or intellectual dysfunction [1]. In
daily life and leisure activities, these children exhibit motor
difficulties, manifested as clumsiness, as well as slow and
inaccurate performance of both gross and fine motor skills
[2]. They perform more poorly and less accurately than controls on manual dexterity tasks such as drawing and handwriting, resulting in some difficulties in the school environment
[3]. All these factors play an important role in participation
and psychosocial function difficulties.
In summary, affected individuals typically have problems
acquiring and performing daily activities that require the
learning of fundamental motor skills (running, hopping, or
catching or throwing a ball) [4]. The onset of symptoms takes
place in the early developmental period, and up to 6 % of
schoolchildren are thought to be affected by DCD [1].
Without appropriate intervention during childhood, these deficiencies can last well into adolescence and adulthood [5].
The mechanisms underlying this disorder are still largely
unknown. It has been suggested that DCD may be related to
central nervous system dysfunction. Structural or functional
differences in the brain have been postulated, showing that
DCD could be the result of diffuse brain dysfunction, as well
as abnormalities in specific areas of the brain (especially parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal areas, as well as cerebellum) [6].
Nonetheless, although poor motor skills are a defining feature of DCD, the level of motor learning in these children is
still not understood sufficiently clearly. In this context, we
decided to focus on the motor learning aspect of DCD and
ask the question of what we really know about motor learning
in DCD.
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Motor Learning Deficits: a Complex Notion
How Is Motor Learning Defined?
Motor learning has been defined as Ba set of processes associated with practice or experience leading to relatively permanent
changes in the capability for skilled performance^ ([7], p. 178).
Motor skill learning involves two distinct learning processes, explicit and implicit learning, with implicit learning referring to the learning of complex information in an incidental
manner, without awareness of what has been learned, and
explicit learning referring to learning where the instructor
clearly outlines the learning goals and offers unambiguous
explanations. Although these two processes appear to take
place in different learning stages and different learning situations, they have recently been shown to overlap during skill
learning.
How Does Motor Learning Take Place?
Cognitive learning is characterized by two phases (slow and
fast, each involving distinct processes), that are related with
earlier notions of cognitive, associative, and consolidation
stages of learning [8]. From a behavioral point of view, the
incremental acquisition of motor skills is known to take place
in two distinct and successive stages [9]. During the first phase
(fast learning), rapid and considerable improvement in performance can be observed within a single training session.
During the second phase (slow learning), further gains can
gradually be observed (consolidation then stabilization of performance steps) across several training sessions until automatization is achieved. It should be noted that once overlearned, a
motor skill can be readily retrieved and performed reasonably
well, without fatigue or conscious control. Transfer of the skill
to a new situation is then possible [10].
Feedback appears to be a crucial element of success in both
stages of learning. Feedback refers to the information an individual receives about the performance of a motor task while it
is underway or after completion of the movement. It comes in
two forms: information about the movement gained through
the interpretation of sensory experiences (intrinsic feedback)
and external information provided during or after the movement (extrinsic or augmented feedback) [11]. During the
learning process, a changing balance of feedback-based and
feedforward mechanisms appears facilitating speed, flexibility, and adaptability through a predictive control [12].
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and coherent action. To investigate sequence learning, the most
widely used paradigm is the serial reaction time task (SRTT):
stimuli are displayed successively at different locations in a
repeating sequence, and participants respond to each one by
pressing a corresponding key, with a progressive improvement
of reaction time and number of errors over time [13].
Motor adaptation refers to the learning of new associations
between vision and hand movements and consists of a change
in motor performance driven by a perturbation (e.g., a change
in the environment). Individuals modify their movements to
adjust to changes in either sensory input or motor output characteristics. Hence, the goal of adaptation is to reduce systematic errors induced by the perturbation. To investigate motor
adaptation ability, two broad types of sensorimotor adaptation
paradigms have been used: kinematic adaptation, where the
sensory feedback of movements is distorted through the use of
laterally displacing prisms, computer programs, or a mirror
tracing paradigm [14, 15]; and dynamic adaptation, where,
for example, the anticipated proprioception is altered during
reaching movements to a series of targets while holding the
handle of the robot with an opposing force produced by the
robot [16]. Both can be described as explicit, insofar as participants know from the outset that they need to improve their
performance.
Measurement of Motor Learning
Motor learning is measured by analyzing performance in three
distinct ways: acquisition, retention, and transfer of skills [11].
Here, the term acquisition refers to the initial practice or performance of a new skill; retention is the ability to demonstrate
attainment of the goal (or an improvement of some aspect),
following a short or long interval during which the task is not
practiced; and transfer requires the performance of a task requiring a similar movement but nonetheless different from the original task. The relatively permanent changes over time that constitute the essence of learning necessitate also follow-up studies.
We should specify that acceptable performance of a motor
skill within a single session or series of sessions does not in
itself demonstrate that the skill has been learned. A multilevel
improvement must be observed, in speed, accuracy, and/or a
change in movement synergy and kinematics.

Motor Learning in DCD

Sequence Learning Versus Motor Adaptation

Is DCD a Motor Learning Deficit? A Confusion
Maintained by Researchers

Motor learning has been divided into two broad experimental
categories: sequence learning and motor (sensorimotor or
perceptuomotor) adaptation [9]. Sequence learning refers to
an ability to combine isolated movements into a single smooth

Clinically, children with DCD have difficulty learning and automatizing daily motor activities (e.g., handwriting and getting
dressed continue to require particular attention even after a great
deal of practice). Affected children are characteristically slow in
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learning motor routines and also find learning new motor skills
or unfamiliar motor tasks a significant challenge [17].
As children with DCD have difficulty learning a number of
motor skills in daily life (that typically developing children
can effortlessly acquire), experiencing both motor difficulties
and learning impairments, DCD is often referred to as a motor
learning deficit [18] or as a procedural learning disorder [19].
Many articles on DCD have therefore presented this disorder
as a motor learning deficit over the years, stating, for instance,
that Bchildren with developmental coordination disorder
(DCD) have a motor learning disability^ [20]) or, more recently, Bdevelopmental coordination disorder (DCD) is classified
as a heterogeneous disorder of motor learning and
functioning^ [21], and even that BDCD is characterized by
poor learning and coordination of motor skills^ [22]. While
these definitions may be relevant, it should be noted that reduced motor learning capacity is just an implicit assumption
under the different editions of the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (criteria A of the DSM-5 mentions only Bthe acquisition (…) of coordinated motor skills^)
[1]. We therefore run the risk of confusion and of misunderstanding the characteristics of DCD. For while motor skill
deficits in DCD have been well documented, empirical evidence of a motor skill learning deficit is still sparse. To date,
therefore, motor learning in DCD remains poorly studied and
understood.
What Do We Actually Know About Motor Learning
in DCD?
As described above, to study the mechanisms and time course of
learning, we have at our disposal experimental paradigms that
allow us to measure either the incremental acquisition of movements to construct well-executed behavior (motor sequence
learning) or participants’ ability to compensate for environmental changes (motor adaptation). Despite the formal recognition
of motor learning difficulties in daily living, very few studies
(Table 1 for an overview) have explored motor learning in DCD
using tasks like these, and fewer still have investigated both
stages of motor skill learning (initial training session, then consolidation and stabilization, automatization, and/or transfer).
Especially, only three studies have explored motor sequence learning in children with DCD using the SRTT [13],
and all of them restricted themselves to the first stage of motor
skill learning. Although one study [37] reported impairment in
children with DCD, the other two found preserved implicit
learning abilities [23, 24]. However, as a complement to this
question, it should be noted that the meta-analysis of Wilson
et al. [12] upon the main motor control and cognitive deficits
well-indicated a large effect size for procedural learning
(dw = 1.50).
More studies have investigated motor adaptation tasks
(e.g., [27–33]), but with contradictory results. When
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Zwicker et al. [29] compared children with DCD and typically
developing (TD) children performing a trail-tracing task using
a joystick (task practiced in four 2-min blocks per day over
3 days), they observed poor motor learning in children with
DCD (no change in tracing error from early practice to retention test). Using computer-manipulated adaptation paradigms
(with adaptation to a novel visuomotor task and visual feedback), Kagerer et al. [27] also found poorer motor learning in
children with DCD than in controls and further reported that
their performances were more variable and they failed to adapt
to the novel visual-motor relationship. Similarly, after carrying
out a study featuring a prism adaptation task, Brookes et al.
[26] concluded that children with DCD have an impaired rate
of adaptation.
By contrast, using prism adaptation and throwing movements, Cantin et al. [25] demonstrated that children with DCD
are able to learn and do not have an adaptation problem, even
if their performances were more variable and less accurate
than those of TD children. The same team also found that
children with DCD were just as fast and as accurate as their
peers on a simple visual-motor task [30]. Meanwhile, when
Missiuna [31] administered a simple visual-motor task to children with DCD back in 1994, she observed a typical pattern of
acquisition.
Discrepancies between results, whether for motor sequence
learning or for motor adaptation, can be explained by methodological issues (sample size, age range, paradigm, etc.). In
particular, here, we focus on the issues of task difficulty, implicit versus explicit teaching, and comorbidity.
The difficulty of the task can indeed change and impact the
children’s level of motor learning. Cantin et al. [30] found that
children with DCD can learn a simple visual-motor task just as
rapidly and accurately as their peers but are slower and less
accurate when it comes to performing a more complex one.
These results are in line with those of Candler and Meeuwsen
[32], who detected a statistically significant interaction between task difficulty and implicit motor learning in children
with DCD. This is more broadly in accordance with the challenge point model [38], which states that the impact of task
difficulty on task performance and learning is influenced by
skill level. Implicit or explicit teaching is therefore an important factor to consider. Although explicit motor teaching
seems to be a major factor for effective motor learning in
children with DCD (see all the studies on intervention strategies), research has also demonstrated that children with DCD
are able to learn implicitly, albeit on an artificial paradigm [32]
or in a more complex and natural context, such as serious
gaming [39]. The last factor to take into consideration is obviously comorbidity. Comorbidity is commonly found in developmental disorders, and those associated with DCD could
therefore potentially affect children’s motor learning ability.
Several authors have considered comorbidities in their
inclusion/exclusion criteria, but others have not. This has led

Participants

17 DCD
17 TD

17 DCD
17 TD

30 DCD + RD + ADHD
48 RD + ADHD
19 ADHD
90 TD

18 DCD
20 TD

10 DCD
10 TD

9 DCD
11 TD

8 DCD
6 DCD + DD
14 DD
12 TD

7 DCD
7 TD

10 DCD
10 TD

7 DCD
7 TD

Lejeune et al. [17]

Lejeune et al. [23]

Magallon et al. [19]

Gheysen et al. [23]

Wilson et al. [24]

Cantin et al. [25]

Brookes et al. [26]

Kagerer et al. [27]

Kagerer et al. [28]

Zwicker et al. [29]

SRTT unimanual 10-element-long
sequence; 5 blocks of 100 trials
(B5 = random block)

DCD: MABC ≤ 15th; TD:
MABC > 20th
No ADHD or comorbid
behavioral problems

Visuomotor adaptation task
(hand-screen cursor rotation);
baseline: 30 trials; exposure:
6 blocks of 21 trials, with
2 conditions of feedback
perturbation (gradual: 10° by
block; abrupt: 60° at the
beginning); postexposure: 9 trials
Trail-tracing task (flower MABC);
four 2-min blocks each day
during 5 days

DCD: MABC ≤ 5th; TD:
MABC > 20th
Normal cognitive ability

DCD: MABC2 ≤ 15th and
DCDQ
Normal cognitive ability, no
ADHD

10.8 (1.5); R = 8–12
10.9 (1.5); R = 8–12

8.2 (1.5)
8.5 (1.1)

6 M, 1 F
4 M, 3 F

9 M, 1 F
9 M, 1 F

Explicit; slow

Explicit; fast

Explicit; fast
Visuomotor adaptation task
(hand-screen cursor rotation);
20 blocks of 5 trials (B1–B4:
baseline; B5–B16: exposure;
B17–B20: postexposure)

DCD: MABC ≤ 15th; TD:
MABC > 20th
Normal cognitive ability

6 M, 1 F
6 M, 1 F

Implicit; fast

Prism adaptation; throwing balls;
30 trials

DCD: MABC and VMI
(unspecified scores)
IQ > 90, no additional
clinical conditions

8M
5 M, 1 F
10 M, 4 F
7 M, 5 F

12.5 (2.8); R = 7.5–15.3
13.9 (0.9); R = 12.6–15.3
13.5 (1.4); R = 11.0–15.5
13.6 (1.8); R = 9.0–15.4
7.5 (0.5); R = 6–8
7.4 (0.7); R = 6–8

Implicit; fast

Prism adaptation; throwing balls;
110 trials: 30 for baseline, 50
for prism, and 30 for after-prism

DCD: MABC < 15th and
DCDQ; TD: MABC
> 15th

Implicit; fast

6 M, 3 F
6 M, 5 F

8 M, 2 F
8 M, 2 F

Implicit; fast

9.1 (1.2); R = 6.11–11.10
10.0 (1.3); R = 6.11–11.10

R = 8–12
R = 8–12

14 M, 4 F
12 M, 8 F

SRTT bimanual 10-element-long
sequence; 6 blocks of 100 trials
(B5 = random block)

10.0 (1.1); R = 8.2–12.6
9.1 (1.1); R = 8.1–11.7

DCD: MABC2 ≤ 5th; TD:
MABC2 > 16th
IQ ≥ 85; no ADHD, autism,
or medical condition

No difference between DCD
and TD

After-effects present in both
condition in TD children,
but not in gradual condition
for DCD

DCD < TD

DCD (with and without DD) < TD

Learning and adaptation but
DCD more variable and less
accurate than TD

No difference between DCD
and TD

DCD < TD
No difference between B5 and
B6 for DCD

DCD < other groups
Performance improved but more
weakly

Explicit; fast

Assembly learning (Purdue pegboard)
and mirror drawing; 3 consecutive
trials and 4th trial after interference
task

DCD: VI < PI; low score
ROCF IQ > 85

18 M, 12 F
41 M, 7 F
14 M, 5 F
49 M, 41 F

8.11 (1.8); R = 6–12
8.6 (1.6); R = 6–12
9.9 (1.1); R = 6–12
8.9 (1.1); R = 6–12

No difference between DCD
and TD

Implicit; fast

SRTT touch screen 10-element-long
sequence; 8 blocks of 80 trials
(B7 = random block)

Similar rates of learning,
consolidation, and transfer
but slower performance and
lower asymptotic
performance in DCD

Results

Implicit; fast and slow

Learning: type;
stage

Visuomotor adaptation task; inverted
mouse task; 2 sessions of 3 blocks
of 10 trials separated by 1 week

DCD: MABC < 15th; TD:
no motor impairment
IQ > 85; no ADHD
or medical condition

DCD: MABC < 15th; TD:
no motor impairment
IQ > 85; no ADHD or
medical condition

Inclusion and exclusion Paradigm used
criteria for DCD

11 M, 6 F
11 M, 6 F

11 M, 6 F
11 M, 6 F

Gender

9.1 (1.7); R = 6–12
9.1 (1.6); R = 6–12

9.1 (1.7); R = 6–12
9.1 (1.6); R = 6–12

Mean age (SD);
range

Studies on motor learning among DCD children

Reference

Table 1
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12 DCD
12 TD

24 DCD
24 TD

11 DCD
11 TD

19 DCD
22 DCD + DD
18 DD

28 DCD (Netherlands)
17 DCD (South Africa)
21 TD

2 DCD
2 TD

Cantin et al. [30]

Missiuna [31]

Candler et al. [32]

Biotteau et al. [33]

Jelsma et al. [34]

Marchiori et al. [35]

R = 6–10

7y and 8y2m
6y3m and 7y2m

8.2 (1.4); R = 5.9–11.3
7.8 (1.0); R = 6.2–9.8
8.8 (1.3); R = 6.4–11.5

9.7 (1.3); R = 8–12
9.8 (1.1); R = 8–12
10.2 (1.2); R = 8–12

R = 6–11.10
R = 6.2–11.11

7.4 (0.8)
7.5 (0.9)

R = 8.11–12.11

Mean age (SD);
range

9 M, 8 F
9 M, 8 F

2M
2M

21 M, 7 F
11 M, 6 F
14 M, 7 F

14 M, 5 F
16 M, 6 F
11 M, 7 F

10 M, 2 F
10 M, 2 F

20 M, 4 F
20 M, 4 F

9 M, 3 F
5 M, 7 F

Gender

DCD = TD

Implicit; fast

Computerized target interception task
Implicit; 5 sessions of 100 trials:
sessions 1, 2, 4 = learning sessions
(cue condition 50 % of the time);
sessions 3, 5 = probe sessions
(false-cue condition)
FTT; 2 sessions of 6 blocks of
30s separated by 2 weeks
of training

DCD: MABC < 15th, no
mental retardation, no
additional clinical
conditions; TD:
MABC > 15th
DCD: MABC ≤ 5th;
non-DCD: MABC > 15th
No ADHD, SLI, or medical
condition

DCD < DD in short-term learning
DCD = TD on retention
No difference between the two
DCD groups

DCD < TD on initial baseline and
after 1200 practice trials (in
terms of velocity, movement
and timing variability,
consistency of performance)
DCD = TD on rate of learning,
retention, and transfer

Explicit; fast and slow

Explicit; fast and slow

DCD: MPTB < 10th (for 3/7 Stationary hockey slap shot protocol;
gross motor items);
learning: 40 trials per day, 5 days
CFT < 10th (for 2/6 items)
a week (=200 trials by weeks);
6 weeks of training (data collected
after 400, 800, 1200 trials)
Wii Fit training protocol; learning:
DCD: MABC 2 < 5th; TD:
2 × 10 runs by week (5 weeks);
MABC2 > 16th
easy (19 trials) and advanced
No intellectual impairment or
(27 trials); transfer: tested with
additional clinical
MABC2, BOT2, and Wii Fit
conditions
Yoga pose game

Wii Fit training protocol; acquisition:
10 runs of ski slalom; 19 trials
each; retention (after 6 weeks of
no training) 2 repeated runs of ski
slalom; 19 trials each

Explicit; fast and slow

DCD: balance
MABC2 ≤ 16th; TD:
balance MABC2 > 16th
IQ > 70; no medical
condition

DCD < DD and DCD < DD + DCD
But DCD showed nevertheless
learning and automatization

DCD = TD for pattern learning,
but RT and MT slower in
DCD than TD

Explicit; fast

Computerized speeded aiming task,
8 targets, 2 target widths;
acquisition: × blocks of 16
trials until MT stabilization;
transfer: × blocks of 32 trials
with new context, new amplitude

DCD: VMI and BOTMP
IQ > 90

Explicit; fast and slow

DCD = TD on simple task
DCD < TD on complex task

Visuomotor task; 3 levels of
difficulty: simple (computer
mouse), intermediate (gaming
joystick), and complex (novel
controller); for each B1 = 10 trials,
B2 and B3 = 20 trials

Explicit; fast

DCD: MABC < 15th, VMI,
and DCDQ
IQ > 70th percentile; no
ADHD or additional
clinical conditions

Results

Learning: type;
stage

Inclusion and exclusion Paradigm used
criteria for DCD

ADHD attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, B block, BOT2 Bruininks-Oseretsky Test, BOTMP Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency, BP balance problems, CFT Canada Fitness Test, DCD
developmental coordination disorder children, DCDQ Developmental Coordination Disorder Questionnaire, DD developmental dyslexia, F females, FTT finger tapping task, IQ intelligence quotient, M
males, MABC Movement Assessment Battery for Children, MPTB Motor Performance Test Battery, MT movement time, PI performance intelligence, R range, RD reading disabilities, ROCF ReyOsterrieth Complex Figure, RT reaction time, SD standard deviation, SRTT serial reaction time task, TD typically developing children, VI verbal intelligence, VMI visual-motor integration

Smits-Engelsman et al. [36] 17 DCD
17 TD

Participants

Reference

Table 1 (continued)
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to very different samples: DCD with comorbid association,
pure DCD, or undetermined/unknown (no investigation of
comorbidity). Further studies regarding these specific points
are required, in order to either control for comorbidity or to
explore differences between comorbid groups. To date, only
two studies have clearly tested the impact of comorbidity on
motor learning ability [19, 33]. Both have suggested that, even
when DCD is associated with another disorder (developmental dyslexia, reading disabilities, or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder), children are able to improve their performances with repetition and to learn a motor task using
repetition-based learning of procedures.
What is certain, however, is that if we want to reach a final
verdict on the motor learning ability of children with DCD, both
phases of motor skill learning need to tested, something that
none of the abovementioned studies did (most of them only
tested the first learning stage). As a result, none of them provided clear information on motor learning in DCD or a basis on
which to conclude whether or not motor learning is impaired.
Only two recent studies have tested both stages of motor learning using a perceptuomotor adaptation or sequence task [17,
33]. Both supported the idea that implicit and explicit motor
learning is preserved in children with DCD. Lejeune et al. [17]
explored the steps of motor learning in children with and without DCD, using a perceptuomotor adaptation task in which
children use a computer mouse to Bcatch^ and move a stimulus
with normal or inverted modes. They found similar rates of
learning, consolidation, and transfer in both groups, although
the performances of the children with DCD were slower than
those of their TD peers. Using a finger sequence tapping task
(executing a predefined sequence of tapping finger on a response pad), Biotteau et al. [33] investigated procedural learning
at the prelearning stage, after 2 weeks of training, and in a
posttraining dual-task condition. The authors found that children
with DCD were just as capable as the others of learning a sequence of movements until they were automatized, but performed more poorly: they are initially less gifted and have
slower rates of learning. All in all, these studies provide evidence that the ability to learn either implicitly or explicitly is
efficient in children with DCD. They are usually slower and less
accurate than their peers and probably need more time and more
training to reach an appropriate level of performance (especially
for complex motor learning), but they are still able to engage in
an effective process of motor learning that is sufficient to ensure
retention, automatization, and transfer.
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complex whole-body movements over a long period of learning (several weeks or months) with multiple repeated trials.
Even if such studies remain remarkably rare in DCD, recent
interest in intervention programs has resulted in a modest increase [34, 36, 39–41]. These ecological motor learning tasks,
which are very different from tasks requiring a series of key
presses, provide a vision that is both congruent and complementary to earlier studies.
Three important findings in particular deserve to be
highlighted. First, the learning rate of children with
DCD seems to be slower than that of TD children, especially for short-term motor learning [34]. DCD therefore
appears to be characterized by the delayed acquisition and
learning of motor skills: to reach an appropriate level of
performance, they need more time.
Second in some but not all conditions [36], children
with DCD appear to learn differently from TD children
[34], using different strategies to improve performance
and motor learning. In particular, even if they receive
the same instructions and feedback, children with DCD
seem to persist more in their less efficient initial strategy
(for example, misordering elements of a sequence or
performing poorer on action planning) [42] and are loath
to adapt to a new and more efficient one, contrary to what
is seen in TD children.
Third, all these studies support the view that long-term
motor learning in children with DCD seems preserved. For
instance, when Smits-Engelsman et al. [36] analyzed 100 trials of a ski slalom game, they found that children with DCD
did not differ from TD children in their learning rate, had
similar levels of retention, and showed evidence of the spontaneous transfer of learning.
Taken together, these studies provide evidence that
children with DCD present certain limitations in motor
learning but do not have a learning deficit as such: they
can acquire and retain skills, and transfer them to other
tasks. In other words, with proper training, they can increase their motor performance and improve their learning, even if they are sometimes (probably depending on
task difficulty or complexity) slower than TD children,
use less efficient strategies, need more practice, and do
not take constraints or feedback into account to adapt
their learning strategy. Slower and less efficient means
leads to acquired skills less readily, which perhaps influences their motivation to persist with practice (that may
be related, in part, to a motor learning issue).

What About Motor Learning in more Ecological Tasks?
Some studies have assessed motor learning via a computerbased game or virtual reality. More ecological and closer to
children’s natural activities in daily life, these studies focused
on the process of acquiring a complex but real motor skill
(hockey slap shot, ski slalom, etc.) [35, 36] and required

Discussion
DCD does not imply an inability to learn motor skills.
Children may be less efficient and probably need more time
and practice to learn and reach a satisfactory level of
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performance, but they are still able to learn. However, the
question of why these children have difficulty learning motor
skills remains unanswered.
Motor Learning Deficit: a Lack of Sufficient Practice?
Consistent with field observations of children with DCD going about their everyday lives, studies point to a potential
motor learning deficit (slow learning in particular), but this
is not incompatible with motor learning. In this context, how
can we explain such impairment?
Some authors have recently come up with a reliable explanation for this poor motor learning, based on the assumption
that it is generated by a lack of experience or well documented
in the activity-deficit hypothesis [18, 43]. Children with DCD
are self-conscious and well aware of their poor motor skills
[43]. Consequently, as self-perception is an important mediator of participation in physical activity, persistent failure and
difficulty performing motor-based activities leads to a loss of
motivation to take part in physical activity [44]. Children with
DCD therefore tend to reduce their motor occupation, adopt
sedentary lifestyles [45], and gradually reduce their motor
engagement [46], eventually spending significantly less time
participating in physical activity than children without DCD
[47]. Consequently, lack of opportunity prevents them from
improving their motor skills, and a vicious and negative cycle
begins. Their motor impairments may limit their performance
in activities of daily living, play, leisure, and academic skills.
Limited performances lead to a lack of motivation and to
lower motor involvement, while they probably need more
time for learning. This, in turn, may result in further delay in
the acquisition of new skills and hinder their ability to learn
efficiently, as first postulated by Bouffard et al. [48].
From Behavioral Studies to Clinical Intervention
Children with DCD are able to learn motor skills but have
greater difficulty doing so than their peers. In particular, in
the absence of any intervention (help from parents or intervention strategies), they generally fail to improve their motor skill
learning. To help children with DCD learn motor skills, three
important aspects need to be highlighted.
First, the amount of experience is often regarded as the
most important determinant of improvements in motor skill
learning [18]. This inevitably leads us to talk about time on
task, which is an important ingredient of treatment success
when it comes to improving motor skill learning in children.
As we have said before, children with DCD tend to take longer
to learn motor skills. Thus, only practicing motor skills in
daily life or during intervention sessions is probably not
enough to increase performances. In order to improve motor
learning, children with DCD need to practice both during
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interventions and at home, to ensure treatment effectiveness
and promote transfer of what has been learned to daily life.
Second, it seems to be equally important to enhance children’s motivation through, for example, selection of learning
goals. To do so, it is important to take account of the everyday
ecological context, preserved abilities (explicit motor teaching
or implicit learning), and personal motivations (giving them
opportunities to practice their motor skills through playing
games that provide enjoyment [36, 40]).
Third, we know that TD children learn motor skills either
implicitly or explicitly, by observing and imitating other children and adults and/or through trial and error. These foundation skills and innate abilities, which are quite important in the
motor learning process, are reduced in children with DCD. In
particular, one key characteristic of motor learning in children
with DCD is a reduced ability to learn from their mistakes,
resulting in the persistence of incorrect strategies [42]. One
way of helping affected children would therefore be to assist
them in monitoring their performances, detecting or identifying sources of errors, and, of course, correcting them as taskspecific self-instruction intervention used to improve handwriting ability [49].
Final Notes
The aim of the present study was to review and summarize
what we currently know about motor learning in DCD. In
particular, we sought to gauge the extent to which motor learning may be impaired in individuals with DCD. Are they only
slower, only less accurate, less efficient or impaired?
There is little published research on motor learning in children with DCD, and very few studies have attempted to assess
both stages of motor learning in order to address the process of
motor learning in its entirety. Our analysis of this literature indicates that children with DCD can learn motor skills, can improve their motor performance through repetition, and are able
to adjust their use of motor procedures over a short period of
training, regardless of the task paradigm used (motor sequence
learning, motor adaptation tasks, or learning by practice) and the
type of learning (implicit or explicit). They can achieve shortterm learning [19], long-term retention, and automatization [33,
36] and even show evidence of transfer to other tasks [17, 36].
Children with DCD are therefore able to learn a motor skill and
benefit from training based on repetition, even if some adjustments are needed. Finally, at a time of growing interest in comorbidity in neurodevelopmental disorders, our analysis suggests that even children with DCD and a comorbid disorder
[19, 33] can improve their learning ability through training.
Nonetheless, it is indisputable that the learning issue is one
of degree between DCD and non-DCD and important differences in the learning pattern across tasks must be highlighted
in this conclusion. More specifically, several studies have reported that children with DCD tend to take longer to learn
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motor skills: their motor learning often starts from a lower
level and is slower, awkward, and inaccurate. Additionally,
whereas they seem to be just as able as others to learn simple
and intermediate motor tasks, they display learning important
difficulties for more complex motor tasks [30]. To date, neuroimaging studies are still too few in number in DCD to define
the neural networks that might be implicated in such learning
differences, even if the first results support parietal, cerebellum [29], and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [50] dysfunctions.
But the day-to-day implications of reduced learning capacity
for acquisition of functional skills are obviously major, whether for leisure activities, education, instruction, or therapy.
Overall, research findings suggest that while DCD does not
imply an inability to learn motor skills, children with DCD
have a poor natural disposition to learn motor skills or develop
effective learning strategies. These results need, of course, to
be confirmed with larger and more diverse samples, in particular taking the issue of comorbidity more rigorously into account. Functional and structural neuroimaging studies should
therefore be used to confirm (or contest) these behavioral data
and especially to highlight brain differences.
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